LEVERAGING PRIMERO DATA IN THE BENEFIT OF THE MOST VULNERABLE

NATIONAL LEVEL STATISTICS ON SUBGROUPS OF THE CHILD POPULATION
PRIMERO

- an application launched in Romania for monitoring children from Ukraine
- an efficient system for the collection and management of critical data
- an innovative digital platform to improve children’s protection
- an entry point for the identification of Ukrainian children
- a crucial component in advancing evidence-based and needs-oriented planning at different institutional and non-institutional levels
Primero in Romania

**Users**
- Identify children
- Conduct interviews
- Update annexes
- Report situations

**County Coordinators**
- Coordinate field activities
- Keep contact with other administrators
- Supervise
- Plan the registration
- Extract reports

**Country Coordinator**
- Overall monitoring and coordination of other users
- Data consolidation
- Analysis & production of reports
PRIMERO

as a case management tool
1. Information provided to the child/caregiver
2. Registration and early identification
3. Initial evaluation of the child – setting a risk level
4. Referring the child to the appropriate services
5. Collecting feedback in relation to the registration process
6. Follow-up after the referral was made
7. Registration closure
PRIMERO
as a statistical tool

Understanding population’s movements through Primero data

Children in transit, 25 July 2022 – 31 October 2022

I. From Ukraine and the Republic of Moldova to Romania

II. Between counties of Romania

III. Outside Romania, to other countries
January 2024: 35,000 entries
Total number of children identified and registered as of 31.12.2023

- Boys: 17,036
- Girls: 16,900
- 0-5 YEARS OLD: 8,164
- 6-13 YEARS OLD: 18,073
- 14-17 YEARS OLD: 7,699
- 119 in the child special protection system in Romania
- 33,817 in communities
• Romania was the first country in Europe that considered Primero an important and unique registration system
• Romania has the Primero database with the highest number of children in the world
• The platform is managed by the National Authority for the Protection of Children's Rights and Adoption, with the support of UNICEF in Romania
Thank you!